BYE-BYE BOREDOM. HELLO FUN!

Turn your trainer into a ticket for non-stop cycling entertainment. How? By training along with your favorite virtual training application.

Thanks to applications like Rouvy and Zwift, the days of dull stationary bike rides are long gone. Ride along with Rouvy for access to real life routes all over the world, including Tour stages, Ironman routes and local favorites from their global community. Or train with Zwift to take on other worldly routes or group rides through volcanos or up imaginary mountains. The choice is yours, the entertainment endless.

SARIS.COM/VIRTUALTRAINING
HOW TO JOIN THE VIRTUAL TRAINING FUN

Trainer? Check. Speed/Cadence Sensor? Check. This kit has everything you need to ride with your favorite virtual training software. Get going with these four easy steps:

1. Setup trainer.
2. Install sensor onto rear hub of bicycle.
3. Select and connect* to your favorite virtual training application.
4. Get on your bike and go!

*For compatibility with a smart phone or tablet ensure your device supports Bluetooth.
*If used with a Windows or Apple computer an additional USB ANT+ stick will be required.

For step-by-step directions on how to connect your new trainer and sensor to the following training apps please visit www.saris.com/virtualtraining

NEED A RECOMMENDATION? HERE ARE A FEW OF OUR FAVORITE INDOOR RIDING APPLICATIONS.

ROUVY  ZWIFT